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Benidorm
Series 9 (2017) Quiz 1

1. To the annoyance of Joyce, which former Hotel Guest is now a holiday rep?

2. Who has an 'accident' which destroys the foyer's aquarium?

3. Why does Kenneth have to start sleeping in the salon

4. Which two holiday-makes does Sam take under her wing?

5. Joyce must attend a conference in Barcelona, where she has to deliver a speech, why does this cause 
Joyce to panic?

6. What type of business does Kenneth inadvertently start-up?

7. In an attempt to attract custom for one of the local bars, who does Sam offer part-time work to?

8. What type of audition is Jodie asked to film back in the UK?

9. What 'type' of supplier lets The Solana down, forcing Joyce to turn to Mateo and Lesley for help?

10. Which two characters have a falling out, which almost leads to the end of them being flat-mates?

11. When Loretta takes Jodie back to England for her audition, what causes the rest of the family to 
compete against each other?

12. What kind of tourist attraction does Sam secure free tickets for, which will help Liam address a 
childhood fear?

Sphinx Phoenix 
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Sam
2. Eddie
3. Evicted from his flat
4. Tiger and Joey
5. She has to deliver it in Spanish
6. Mini-cab business

7. Tiger and Joey
8. TV Advert
9. Meat Supplier
10. Liam and Kenneth
11. Loretta's room at the upmarket Beltoro Hotel
12. Dinosaur Park

Sphinx Phoenix Benidorm
Series 9 (2017) Quiz 1

1. To the annoyance of Joyce, which former Hotel Guest is now a holiday rep?

2. Who has an 'accident' which destroys the foyer's aquarium?

3. Why does Kenneth have to start sleeping in the salon

4. Which two holiday-makes does Sam take under her wing?

5. Joyce must attend a conference in Barcelona, where she has to deliver a speech, why does this cause 
Joyce to panic?

6. What type of business does Kenneth inadvertently start-up?

7. In an attempt to attract custom for one of the local bars, who does Sam offer part-time work to?

8. What type of audition is Jodie asked to film back in the UK?

9. What 'type' of supplier lets The Solana down, forcing Joyce to turn to Mateo and Lesley for help?

10. Which two characters have a falling out, which almost leads to the end of them being flat-mates?

11. When Loretta takes Jodie back to England for her audition, what causes the rest of the family to 
compete against each other?

12. What kind of tourist attraction does Sam secure free tickets for, which will help Liam address a 
childhood fear?
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